The text appears to be a list of energy rater companies and their contact information. Here is the content rewritten in a more readable format:

**Econsultants** - Drew Wallace, 573-999-7082

**Modern Home Optimization** – Drew Lynch, (316) 247-1817

**Redfox Inspections** – Corey DePenning, 515-724-2337

**Midwest Energy Consultants** - Erik Henson, 913.305.7224

**The Energy Guy** – John Nicholas, 316-641-5258, johntheenergyguy@icloud.com
http://TheEnergyGuy.info

**Clean Efficient Energy** – Rick Jenkins, (913) 579-3638

**Advanced Green Consulting, LLC** – Stan Clark (314)-565-7465, stan@advancedgreenconsulting.com

**Group 14 Engineering** - https://group14eng.com/